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Tato webová stránka strávila značnou dobu podáváním zpráv o úmrtích a zraněních letadel souvisejících s

vakcínou; až dosud však kalný opar a vládní zastírání zahalovaly stejně depresivní statistiky: počet

očkovaných motoristů, kteří buď zemřeli nebo onemocněli za volantem, a nehod, které způsobily značné

ztráty na životech nebo škody na majetku.

Americká armáda začala tato čísla vyšetřovat v polovině roku 2022 poté, co několik nedávno očkovaných

členů armády zahynulo při autonehodách. White Hats pověřili své krajany v US Army Corps of Engineers

a ve Womack Army Medical Hospital, Fort Bragg, aby zkontrolovali sedm vraků – v každém případě řidič

zemřel a byl jediným cestujícím ve vozidle – k nimž došlo mezi lednem a březnem. 2022. Zatímco ženijní

sbor zkoumal zprávy o nehodách vozidel, zdravotnický personál ve Fort Bragg prohledával lékařské

záznamy a úmrtní listy zesnulých členů služby.

Předběžné zprávy odhalily následující: průměrný věk řidičů byl 23 let; šest bylo mužů; důležité je, že

všichni podstoupili očkování proti Covid-19 do 10 dnů po úmrtí; žádný z nich neměl nemoci nebo

komorbidity, které by mu bránily narukovat do ozbrojených sil; posmrtná toxikologická vyšetření byla

negativní; všechna úmrtí byla přičítána „ztrátě kontroly nad vozidlem v důsledku náhlého infarktu

myokardu“ nebo srdečním záchvatům.

U čtyř ze šesti mužských obětí našli soudní lékaři ve stehenní tepně „krevní sraženiny velikosti hada“ a

také zvětšená srdce, což jsou oba známé vedlejší účinky vakcíny proti Covid-19.
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Tato znepokojivá zpráva způsobila, že se White Hats zamysleli nad tím, zda federální vláda klamně

zatajuje nehody vozidel způsobené vakcínou na dálnicích naší země. V říjnu White Hats vyhledal pomoc

kybernetického velitelství americké armády při pronikání do databáze spravované National Highway

Traffic Safety Administration, na kterou dohlíží pracovník Deep State a ministr dopravy Pete Buttigieg.

Sonda Cyber   Command odhalila do očí bijící nesrovnalosti: počítač NHTSA obsahoval dva různé soubory

dat, vytvořené 15. a 19.  , v tomto pořadí, přičemž každý záznam uváděl jak počet nehod, tak i

smrtelných úrazů od ledna do června 2022. Ta druhá, nebo revidovaná  byl zveřejněn na webových

stránkách NHTSA a identifikoval 20 175 obětí – toto číslo zahrnuje řidiče, cestující a vedlejší oběti. Jinými

slovy, pokud řidič sjel ze silnice a srazil a zabil tři chodce, jejich smrt se započítává.

Nepublikovaná tabulka měla výrazně odlišná čísla. Podle ní 39 465 nehod způsobilo v první polovině roku

2022 41 970 úmrtí, což je více než dvojnásobek počtu, který byl zveřejněn.

“We can’t conclusively prove deceit, but it’s damn peculiar that two reports written days apart have such a

big difference in figures. If someone miscounted by 10, 100, or even 1000, yeah, that might seem a

reasonable reason to remake a report. It’s our opinion, and just opinion, NHTSA falsified the published

data to match data before the vaccines were publicly available,” a Cyber Command source told Real Raw

News.

He added that Cyber Command had neither the manpower nor capability to dig deep into 39,465 accident

reports.

“It looks like the transportation department is removing reports where vaccines were a contributing

cause,” he said.

Cyber Command also scrutinized railway accidents. During the week of October 20, six trains derailed

over a 36-hour period across the United States. An accident in Orneville, Maine, was particularly

dangerous, with multiple cars piling up on the track. The Federal Railway Administration (FRA) said a

faulty track punctured a freight car. Cyber Command, however, says it has audio of the engineer

communicating with the crew seconds before the derailment. “I’m not feeling too well, I got vaccinated

this morning,” the engineer said as the 76-car Canadian Pacific train listed to the left and derailed.

“These vaccines are killing people in droves,” our Cyber Command source said. “It’s only going to get

worse until the majority of the population wakes up and rejects them absolutely.”

Free Speech and Alternative Media are under attack by the Deep State. Real Raw News

needs reader support to survive and thrive. In 2023 we aim to publish three books and hire

on-air talent for a video channel. Your help can help make these goals a reality.

Please do not give your hard-earned money to sites or channels that copy/paste our intellectual property.

We spend countless hours vetting, researching, and writing. Thank you. Every dollar helps.

If the link doesn’t show on Apple devices, it’s: https://www.givesendgo.com/realrawnews2

(Visited 30,858 times, 957 visits today)

 

My Companion mother makes 50 bucks an hour on the PC(Personal PC). She has been out of w0rk for

quite some time however last month her check was 11,500 bucks only w0rking on the PC(Personal PC) for

9 hours per day. For more detail visit this article.. https://paybuzz11.blogspot.com/

Last edited 5 hours ago by Barshembar
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I’ve been purposely staying off the roads as much as possible to avoid jabbed drivers. I don’t know anyone

that has died yet but do know many people that have taken the death shot including several of my family

members even after warning them about the dangers of it. They didn’t listen. It breaks my heart that they

might end up dead at any point in the future because of this. Hopefully a cure is discovered to reverse the

poison. One of my sisters has a few friends that took the jab after she warned them not to take it. Several

of them fell ill and now have bell’s palsy but no deaths yet. Her husbands father possibly died due to being

forced to take the jab but we don’t know because he was in the hospital in Germany and family were not

allowed to visit. The hospital also claimed guardianship on him and took all his assets and they were

many.

These vaccines must be mandated to end now! All those who have lost jobs because they didn’t want to be

injected with the experimental shots should be fully compensated for their loss.

Legally there should not be allowed an Emergency Use Authorization for this vaccine, when there already

exists effective therapeutics such as ivermectin and hydroxychloroquine.

Fauci has a conflict of interest, since he has profitted off of these so-called vaccines. Fauci doesn’t have a

monopoly on “the science”.

These shots are causing great suffering to families across the world. When doctors are losing their licenses

for saving peoples’ lives, across the world, with life-saving protocols, other than the “vaccines”, you know

that corruption has reached stage 4!!

That’s a sad story but thanks for sharing. All my three children had to take the shot or lose their career.

Not sure about the grand kids but Comifornia is requiring it for public school. I will go postal if any of

them have issues.

 
Why hasn’t this crap stopped- today? Compliance? Fear? Indoctrination?

 
Every liberty given up today is one your grandkids will never know existed.

That is just plain EVIL to take all of a patient’s assets, but that is where we are in the world, today. They

aren’t even trying to hide any of what they are doing, it is absolutely blatant, and why the whole world

population has not realized they intend to kill all of us by now, is beyond my ability to understand.

I hope it happens soon because they are going to release either ebola or marburg in 2023 and we need to

stop it before it happens. This was told by a Fema whistleblower. Heaven help us if they release one of

these.

When? (the question is not directed at you, but some certain white hat wearing individuals – if they are

exists)

I am really surprised we haven’t seen whole planeloads going down….. I will be honest and admit that I

hadn’t given the roads the same level of concern. People need to wake up….and it may take these

“accidents” to open a few eyes….. at dinner last night the vaxxed were commenting on the random types of

health issues of people they know….and they cannot figure out why?????? Clearly those shots affect the

ability to think rationally……

The only reasons plane loads haven’t gone down is because two pilots are in the cockpit, and the odds of

both passing out or dying at the same time is pretty low.

In a recent interview with an Australian pilot, he mentioned that there are even more than two pilots on

long flights. There are certainly reports of pilots who’ve died in mid-flight.

I’d heard many months ago that there were quite a few cars along highways that had crashed, but not into

or against anything, Obviously victims of the shots, since there were/are so many.

In the UK four commercial pilots in one week passed away in the air right after a major Jab push.
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I wouldn’t be surprised if they try to do this because if the single pilot dies then all those people on planes

will die as well. Pray this doesn’t happen.

Presently there are two pilots in the cockpit. Some airiines at least are now talking of having only one

pilot. Now, isn’t that going to be sight to behold.

Single pilot, has heart attack and dies in flight. Plane crashes into a congested neighbourhood taking with

it not only all lives on board, but the lives on the ground as well.

The depopulation agenda right on target.

Most commercial aircraft are flown by computers. The pilots are there more or less to oversee that

everything is functioning correctly.

yes, and we’ll never know how many co pilot saves or vice versa there have been…

Thank God for that. Imagine planes crashing in populated areas. There is already devastation happening

now.

The covid VACCINE KILL SHOT or mRNA GENE THERAPY was created to perpetrate GLOBAL MASS

GENOCIDE, THIS IS FACT, The lowlifes behind this ACT OF TERRORISM and CRIME AGAINST

HUMANITY , have spoken at length about their plans, agendas, goals and intentions behind this

ATROCITY , they laughed about it , they were gleeful about and they made 10’s of BILLIONS of DOLLARS

on this, wielding illicit POWER and INFLUENCE over this. GITMO RECENTLY EXECUTED one of these

lowlife criminals over this. WHAT TO FUCK ARE THEY WAITING FOR? Do they need to run this by the

FUCKING LAWYERS , ATTORNEYS , TO SEE WHAT THEY THINK FIRST. THIS IS AN EMERGENCY ,

this vaccine kill shot , mRNA GENE THERAPY MUST BE SHUT DOWN IMMEDIATELY. THIS

FUCKING EXPLOSIVE DEVICE WENT -OFF OVER 2 YEARS AGO, and just NOW they’re talking about

this. UN – FUCKING BELIEVABLE !!!!!!!!

Up here.. there is a lot more near misses every time I’ve been on the road. I always joked that maybe

they’re wearing their masks too tight and not getting enough fresh air to the brain.. sh!t.. never thought it

being the vaxxed crowd.

Up here.. there is a lot more knuckle head drivers.. That explains it.

Did you hear from the Canadian Mainstream Media about 99 Canadian doctors who died from the COVID

vaccine? It was reported on Citizens Free Press approximately.week ago. Blessings,

Genocide that goes on unabated. No authorities are putting a stop to this. The web of what the Luciferans

have done involves many institutions and the love of money of many are keeping their mouths shut

because they just want to retire and be left alone. Will America not be judge for this and all the many

aborted babies?? How can we expect this country to still stand when the leaders have committed such

atrocities.

Wicked leadership and the consequences thereof are judgement. If we as a nation were pleasing to God

then none of this would be happening. We need mass repentance!

GOD needs to take out the LEADERSHIP, leave to people alone.HE KNOWS WHO THE ASSHOLES ARE,

HE SHOULD TAKE IT UP WITH THEM , ENOUGH OF YOUR BULLSHIT.

Thank you Mr. Baxter, for getting this info out. I’ve often wondered about this. There is so much going on

right now that some information is falling through the cracks and it’s important info. I didn’t know if

anyone was bothering to count vehicular accidents caused by the jab and now I know someone is. I rely

heavily on your reports and look forward to them every day. Thanks again.
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The “lefTurds” never took the jab. They are part of the problem and know exactly what’s going on. I saw

Dr. Fraud-ci, on a video, say he’d never take the jab. All those photo shots of politicians getting the jab

were probably saline solutions. They all need to swing!

Naw, most of the Leftists aren’t part of the elite, or in on the truth.

The trolls on here though probably are in on many crimes and didn’t take the real Jab.

This was an intelligence test that illustrates the people of the world who identify as CoronAmoron have

miserably failed. They cannot identify as being human, let alone identifying as a male or female or dog or

cat

Last edited 5 hours ago by Les

I understand they want to catch people commit crime, but by the time they catch everyone, most of the

innocent citizens who have not woken up will be long go e dead

This was an intelligence test, I believed that they failed this test, they deserve what awaits them because

they never sought the truth

I think most of the harmful shots were distributed to the Midwest and the East Coast. I haven’t heard of

any related problems on the West Coast, which of course makes sense because the cabal needs all the left-

wing support it can get.

I agree with fixing…I do that, too. You respect the language and it shows.

Sadly this is only going to accelerate, and we must prepare for it to be an overshadowing ” Fact of Life” for

years to come, Nobody as yet, can quantify for certain the cumulative effects of the clot shots on humanity,

or if the collective gene pool has been irrevocably damaged, are there enough unvaxxed people who can

eventually help undo the damage done by the vile Bastards who have perpetrated this crime on humanity?

Who can say.

These are called vaxxidents, With all these people falling dead young people at that and they keep getting

the jabs! Well all i can say bout that is hosta la vista! Or something like that, Im not Meskin,,, lol

Meanwhile the US military continues to jab their personnel over and over again destroying the health and

the reliability of their force. If there were really White Hats in military how could they sit idly by and

watch their personnel be decimated by this genocide? Sitting back doing nothing is an act of treason. This

just proves there are no White Hats in the military they are all corrupt.

It proves nothing. There are factions of military who are not loyal to the fake president Biden. Even the

guard turned their backs to him after his so called “inauguration”

Fact is,when you look at those that have gotten or continue to go for the jabs are intentionally ignoring the

warnings(whether military or civilian), it should really not surprise anyone; rather we should expect that

in most reports of those that took the jab(s) this should be the end result. While it may sound like a

compromise,those who took the vaxx/booster CHOSE to do so. The pitiful aspect is that they either have

or may kill others in the process. We can blame the DS’ers for what they’ve started,but we also have to

blame those foolish enough to believe their lies.

Most people are trusting and don’t believe that our public servants and health officials could be so

diabolical.

PEOPLE are UNDER DURESS , THEY ARE FORCED and MOST OF THEM DID NOT HAVE THE

INFORMATION YOU , I and other have, or they got that information after the FACT, SO enough

BULLSHIT. BLAME AND COMPLICITY is squarely on the progenitors , facilitators and henchmen behind

this ACT of TERRORISM , CRIME AGAINST HUMANITY and ACT OF TREASON. You fucking people are

PATHETIC.
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I’ve been suspecting auto accidents are up for quite a few months now, and my suspicions were made real

for my wife and I when an SUV plowed into our car almost head on. Fortunately we were going slow but

this lady looked right at us while she was hogging the road. I’ve been driving for 50 years and have never

seen anything like it! I’ve seen quite a few close calls on the road, and I don’t think its just a figment of my

imagination.

Over the last six weeks, I have been noticing more and more accidents on the road, and I must be missing

them by like 5-10 min… I also drive 36 miles a day commuting. I half joke to my boyfriend, ‘someones

tryin to kill me’. Just last week I saw five, doesn’t matter the time. And the day after Thanksgiving, it was

like 1130am we see this car sittin in the middle of the road, looked like it was just rear ended, didn’t see

the other car. When we were coming back from the store we found it, drove right into a salon…

I used to blame the ‘Holiday Season’ for crazy drivers, not anymore. Thank You Mr Baxter for reporting

this… I can’t believe nobody else has even addressed this yet.

There’s nothing in this current gov’t that is ‘fixed.” Trump cannot be trusted – he’s apparently one of

“them” since the jab is still happening, no one is stopping it or the ones responsible for it. We were all

expecting Trump and/or the White hats to rescue this country, but it’s not going to happen. It’s all a sick,

evil game & sadly, we are the game pieces.

 
Jesus is the ONLY way~

I heard something the other day that I think you should know about. I was listening to an interview with

someone called SG Anon who is a “truther” with inside information from a trusted source in the White Hat

military. He was asked about Trump and his advocating the vaccines and this is what SG Anon said: The

vaxx was originally planned to be only a doorway leading to a much more sinister plan for exterminating

90% of humanity and enslaving the remaining 10%. In 2016, 5G was weaponized to a 94% lethality

strength. In western and central China, 5G transmitters were turned on for 3 days before White Hats

could shut them down. 90,000 people died as a result of the 3 days of 5G activation. The Deep State

wanted to do that here and it would have wiped out just about everyone. Trump had to make a choice in

order to gain time and convince people of the Deep State agenda. He pushed the kill shots so that the more

serious weapons of mass destruction could be neutralized during the lockdowns. The use of the vaxx also

allowed white hat scientists to try and devise an antidote — which they did: Using 5G transmitters to heal

the jabbed which can be done once the Deep State is completely taken out in the U.S. BTW, he also said

that the NY Times reported last December that military tribunals for the covid crime are already

scheduled for the summer and early fall of 2023. Now, you can disbelieve everything I’ve written — that is

your choice. You can continue to say the only solution is Jesus. But Jesus has had over 2000 years to get

back here and fix all our mistakes and he hasn’t done so. Maybe we’re supposed to get involved instead of

just whining and expecting Jesus to do everything. Ya think? Just remember: whenever your pastor tells

you that faith in Jesus is the only thing necessary to make your life better, keep in mind he’s just trying to

keep you from doing anything proactive and productive in getting rid of the corruption and enslavement

of humanity.

we have been hearing this for a very long time but nothing is announced publicly ,this is the biggest

problem,while there is no public announcement-doctors will keep pushing and deceiving people and

people are sheep so what do you expect,so many vax deaths and still people take children to get vaxxed

,who is guilty then?

There was a chart on telegram. That show how much hospitals get per covid death.

In my state they get a cool $105,000 bucks

 
Thanks to the cares act. So don’t think its going to end any time soon if ever.

Thanks for the info. However, I disagree about it not ending. I think it will end. The NY Times reported

last December that military tribunals (Nuremberg 2.0) for the covid crime are already scheduled for late

summer, early fall of 2023. However, once more people wake up about the “covid” scam, maybe the
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government won’t be able to reimburse anyone for anything being as our financial system will break down.

You know the old saying, “Every cloud has a silver lining.”

“ In October, White Hats sought U.S. Army Cyber Command’s help in penetrating a database maintained

by the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, which is overseen by Deep State operative and

Secretary of Transportation Pete Buttigieg.”

Pete Buttigieg will face execution for treason, and his fake husband Chasen will now be a fake widower,

with their kids and dog being orphaned because of their father’s treason.

Excellent report, Michael. Thanks, keep it coming.

All of us who refused the vaccines have waited and watched as thousands of young people have had heart

attacks!! Those pushing these vaccines are criminals. Fauci thought it was a funny game to play on the

people of this world as they dropped dead after taking the shots!! He also loved forcing people to fight for

breath while wearing those masks!! I wish he could be hung all over again!! We still have a lot of demons

to get to. Lord protect us from these demonic beings slithering around every where!!

WTF, none of this really computes… if we recognize that JB is an actor, never set foot in the real WH, AF-

1, or Marine-1, and is blue-eyed/ right-handed (instead of brown-eyed/left-handed…where are all these

crooked cabinet shitbags getting their marching orders from??

It all strains the “it’s just a movie” theory.

it’s the REAL JB that was “blue-eyed and right handed… the FAKE one we have now is the “left-handed”

one. And it “strengthens” the movie theory. Their orders come from the cabal (AKA: Rothschild’s) filtered

down through the WHO and SOROS. The fake one also has a cleft chin which the original did not.

Last edited 5 hours ago by Tim

Yeah why it’s almost as if MB is completely full of shit and just grifting you guys out of money

Like I keep saying why is the Military and White Hats not taking the death shots off of the market and stop

allowing them in the pharmacies and Doctors offices? If other harmful substances can be taken off the

shelves or even a bio-lab here in America then why not these death shots? I’d like to know Michael ask

JAG why are they not going in and taking them off the market and I don’t want to hear any excuses that

it’s because not enough people are awake. They know the level of propaganda, Gaslighting and MK Ultra

that has happened to people and they swore an Oath to protect us ALL even those who are not awake and

by not taking those death shots off of the market they’re putting ALL of us at risk not just the vaccinated

but now if we happen to be at the wrong place at the wrong time we’re sitting ducks.

It’s all fake, that’s why the pretend white hats arent doing anything about people dying en masse from an

injection.

 
If the white hats exist, they are murderers.

If they don’t exist, the poison injections continue.

Which is happening?

Right, I saw a post from one of the white hat insiders who said “80% reached, go time”.

CORRECT, , How about the kids, They are so concerned for CHILDREN, that do not have control over

their lives. THESE FUCKING VACCINES SHOULD HAVE BEEN REMOVED OVER A YEAR AGO AT

THE LEAST. HUMANITY IS BEING SLOW-PLAYED. THAT IS WHAT IS GOING ON, ONCE AGAIN IT

IS THE FUCKING LAWYERS AND ATTORNEYS.

“The plan seems to be effective,” Claus Schwab……..

The sheeple jump off investment cliff’s too.
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Don, I’ve pondered those questions too, as well as many on this board that are frustrated with the

seemingly plodding nature of the MHC’s actions. To speculate though, President Trump has probably

reasoned that a swift, very public response for those that have committed treason would be perceived by

half the country as punitive and vindictive actions taken by the military against Trump’s political foes, i.e.

acting as his own personal “hit squad”. It would probably cause the union to rip apart.

By the MHC working quietly behind the scenes, injustices are apparently being meted and a pathway

being created for Trump’s return. Running in 2024 could be a ruse by Trump to demonstrate to the

masses that all is going along according to conventional political processes. Whether or not the election

process will be fixed in time for a 2024 run isn’t clear. If not, there may be no choice but to use the EBS to

reveal the activation of The Insurrection Act of 1807 and the fact that the country is under marshal law.

It is spelled Martial Law, and it means the military is running the nation, NOT the government!

 
As for the jabs, apparently 30% of the first batch were saline, and yes the most deadly batches were sent to

red States. I have 5 jabbed family members, only one, my youngest granddaughter, is having any issues,

and they are all mental issues, but she’s still young and dumb (23) and her issues may have nothing to do

with the jab, and much to do with her relationship with her mother a long time addict who just got clean

this year. Her father, my son raised her by himself with my help during his working hours.

Why are some people affected by the shots & others not — is it their blood type or maybe if they already

had Covid-19 & had immunity before getting the shot?

From what I have found in my research the deadly batches of the bioweapon were sent to the red states

because they are conservative. My 94 year old mother has had all 4 shots and has had no adverse reaction

so I agree with you some people are fine… so far but others are affected by the first shot.

I remember reading that possible reactions could take at least 5 years to show their ugly faces. People, by

then, won’t put two and two together to blame the jab.

Yes and that was a deliberate effect, exactly for the reason you stated, after 5 years people may not connect

the jab with the problems, deaths and maiming the body’s organs.

covid 19 does not exist, nor has it ever been proven to exist, The only reason it exists is because the jabb is

under experimental, emergency use. Its all a farce that they need to let go on its course to show the people.

This is a war of chess not checkers

Last edited 5 hours ago by Les

NO it is a crime, GLOBAL MASS GENOCIDE, ACT of TERRORISM , CRIME AGAINST HUMANITY and

TREASON

Apparently if they already had immunity from having the supposed covid, getting the jab destroys that

immunity and then further compromises the immune system causing what they are now calling VAIDS,

vaccine caused AIDS,

and these so called “white hats” are sitting on info that if given to the public would stop people from taking

poison boosters yet they are doing nothing but watch?

The “white hats” are guilty of murder the same as Big Pharma, if they exist.

Our nation is finished.How incompetent and/or stupid do these supposed white hats have to be to allow

this suicidal nonsense to continue? They haven’t or won’t or can’t even restore elections to free and fair

again by getting rid of the formerly Venezuela used Dominion Election Systems plus the muling that was

clearly going on again-both major parties seem more than willing to allow its continuance as long as some

places of power remain in their possession- in these most recent elections.Sure, we’ll go on physically but

we’re being systematically,purposely rewired as a CCP vassal station for future toilet connection purposes.
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Michael,

Simon Parkes alluded last night to U.S. ships off the coast of England and Australia that possibly could be

there to conduct tribunals. Any word from your sources to that effect?

From what I have seen and read about Simon Parkes indicates that he really doesn’t know shit about what

is going on. He’s supposedly a fake anon.

Did you know that is not his real name. Apparently a LOT of people in this fake govt are NOT USING

THEIR ACTUAL NAMES, and it’s been going on for a LONG time, long time members of congress have

been using a fake name since they first ran for office.

Why is Pfizer still allowed to run commercials telling people it is safe to keep getting their booster shots?

And the Government encourages it.

And the TV networks keep showing them even the supposed conservative networks like Newsmax and

FNC. I’ve called them out on it to their faces, emailed the management about it. They NEVER respond and

the ads are still playing.

I am a Registered Nurse and proud. Because I SAW the TRUTH I have been speaking up ( not to the liking

of many). My journey is love, compassion and forgiveness. I will never give up.

Sorry for all those who are losing their lives too too this bio weapons. Sending prayers too them and all the

people they effecting because they where lied too or ashamed in too taking the bio weapons shot. NOW IS

THE TIME TOO WARP SPEED A DETOXIFICATION PROGRAMS FOR THESE PEOPLE. and make the

Medical community that help cause too reverse their stance and start helping the people who they have

harmed. And the no vaccinated need too get the word out and help . United we stand divided we are going

too die . SOO BE THE CHANGE FOR THE BETTER WORLD AND UNIVERSE AND HELP .THANK YOU

AND GOD BLESS US ALL AMEN.

Yes, my brother was jabbed without his consent when he was last in the hospital for an issue with diabetic

neuropathy in early summer and they gave him a booster while he was recovering in a rehab facility. So

then two months ago he had a stroke, and then a week later had another, now his left hand is useless to

him, he cannot feel it at all. He’s 4 years younger than I, but the medical community has done him SO

DAMN MUCH HARM over the years, he had a minor heart attack in his early 50s, so they put him on

statins. Boom, next thing he knows he’s got diabetes (a KNOWN, side effect of statins). His wife developed

Alzheimer’s and while he was caring for her for nearly 10 years until she died, he was NOT caring for

himself, the diabetes progressed and he developed neuropathy. So the drugs they put him on for the

neuropathy gave him depression; so now he’s on two antidepressants and is still depressed. He’s lost his

left leg above the knee (4 separate surgeries starting with half his foot and the last above the knee). And no

one, NOT the VA or any other agency (he’s a Vietnam vet) has ever helped him to properly fit his

prosthetic leg, or taught him how to use it. Now he was just put into assisted living, a 3rd floor apartment.

He lives 150 miles from me, he needs a patient advocate, and I’ve been trying to find one in his area, so far

with zero luck. I do NOT want to be the last survivor of our immediate family, our mother has been gone

since the mid 80s (heart attack) and our Dad died in 2003 at the age of 82 from mesothelioma and we had

no other siblings.

Unfortunately most citizens presently living will never wake up ! The government factory indoctrination

centers where Creator God has been evicted from the buildings ; have only one outcome for majority of the

human products processed through the conveyor line. Being thoughtless programmed drones they will

continue to accept more Programming through the MSM & that will result in the series of foolish actions

in this society until such a time as the supervisory staff are dealt with in proper manner according to their

degree of involvement. Senior leadership in each category must be held to the standard expected from

Creator God. Capital Punishment is authorized by The Eternal Sovereign for those in senior leadership

positions. Civilization will not advance unless the Wheat is Seperated from The Chaff . Nick ,

NavyBlueSmoke , LST-1195
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You should take that up with the children, they’re thoughtless drones, they are so dumb, right

He added that Cyber Command had neither the manpower nor capability to dig deep into 39,465 accident rep

Uhm…..

 
There are letterly 10s of millions of patriots more than ready to start digging. But you do not trust the

American people!

 
The PEOPLE are ready and willing!

 
But what do I know?

 
I got no idea how to play 5D chess…

 
I just do what needs to be done, kinda like those who came before me……

Before I drive, I always pray to my guardian Angel and to St. Christopher the patron Saint for drivers to,

“grant me a steady hand and a watchful eye so no one shall be hurt as I pass by.” I have had some close

calls but nothing major. Blessings,

REALLY , DUH , yet they still can say for certain, again DUH, REALLY WHAT DOES IT TAKE FOR

THESE ………PEOPLE TO UNDERSTAND ,……..AND YET duh

just watch a snippet of Ms NBC.. it is like ANC PR in So. Africa… i just hope they ALL got triple boosted…

after watching 5 minutes… tacky talons and short haired anti white hating wenches…

YES if these vaccinated drivers are not crashing into other vehicles they are plowing into homes ,

businesses , store fronts, Apple stores ,etc. yet still they say , do ya think it’s because of the mandated

mRNA VAXX? Duh, Duh check with fauci Duh, check with pedo bill gates Duh

I’ve seen 2 vaccidents. I posted one here back in May. Now recently a man had a “medical emergency”

while driving and hit a coworkers adult daughter and 2 grandkids. The daughter went to shock trauma

with a broken hip and pelvis and has a long road back to mobility but she was lucky and the kids only had

bruises. Another coworker’s stepmother blacked out and crossed the center line and hit someone head on.

She is alive with no memory of what happened. again lucky, but broken into many pieces… Another

coworker was driving back from Tenessee and had a cardiac event and blacked out and ran off the road.

She survived and didn’t kill anyone. It’s an obvious vaccident when you see a car sitting stopped across the

lane with no visible occupants or a visible disabled occupant of some sort. The genocide is massive. Every

day at the hospital it’s stroke alerts announced all day long. Still many people with swollen legs, chest

pain, seizures, difficulty breathing, unresponsive etc.

Wondered when this was going to be brought to light. It is so ironic that we act like children and think so

limitedly. What possibly would lead one to remotely think that flights can crash and kill people due to

pilot error but auto accidents, train, workplace et al could not be dangerous due to covid shots

impediments.

I hear you ,but don’t say WE, there are many that do not think so limitedly

Michael, on November 2 I wrote the following that I’ll share here:

On November 2, Steven Crowder interviewed English embalmers. Embalmers report discovering blood

“clots” inside arteries and veins of people who were injected with Covid19, and subsequently dying, yet

blood “clots” continued to live and grow larger inside deceased bodies. Embalmers state it is impossible,

yet their discovery is factual insomuch that they collected and bottled seven (7) different specimens to

exhibit them as evidence.

I speculate the differences might be the trademarks of each manufacturer perhaps to “tally” their gambling

wins/losses. At the video counter 21.88 examine the photograph of 7 bottled specimens of “clots.” I SEE

DIMINUTIVE WORMS AND SNAKES WITH CARNIVOROUS TEETH belonging to Earth’s soil, also

fresh and salt waters, but certainly not blood “clots” that laypeople envision! WHAT DO YOU SEE? It
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would appear HOLLYWOOD’s “Alien” movie series was a prelude to BIG PHARMA’s contrived Covid19

genocidal jab of “worms/snakes” that fill the arteries and veins thereby “CLOGGING” blood flow before

the worms burst out of arteries and veins to feed upon human organs!

POTUS Trump recommended IVERMECTIN, an animal DE-WORMER, which is the correct medical

intervention to rid the body of WORM PARASITES which cause multiple diseases! 

and a Rhodes Scholar no less, uummm, yet still so FUCKING DUMB , CORRUPT and ….gay…….and

woke…..and WEF……

Ivermectin is originally made for humans, later introduced for use in animals. Trump initially promoted

Hydroxychloroquine which is also an anti-parasitic.

EXACTLY , yet many say ” God will handle this “, this from the ,Oh so pious religious folk

No doubt the vaccines are causing lots of “mysterious deaths” and if these victims are driving at the time,

they kill others too. This is horrible. And of course the government is lying and covering up as usual.

As I said before in other posts, if people would stop complying all of this crap would stop. But those idiots

who continue to stand in line for these shots are making it hard for all of us. Just Say No!

As I mentioned some time ago on you tube & bitchute & other platforms.

 
They are creating a total kill zone.

 
You’ll all be dead by 2024.

Vědci pracující na kombinaci chřipky a covidu zastřelili jedním úderem. Samozřejmě se to pokusí

podstrčit veřejnosti. Lidé potřebují prostě říct ne, ale teď jsem slyšel, že to chtějí zavést jako povinné.

Vnuťte to lidem a lidé nebudou schopni říci ne. Představte si, že se to snaží uskutečnit.

 

 


